Rapid evolution rescues hosts from competition and disease but—despite a dilution effect—increases the density of infected hosts
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Virulent parasites can depress the densities of their hosts. Taxa that reduce disease via dilution effects might alleviate this burden. However, ‘diluter’ taxa can also depress host densities through competition for shared resources. The combination of disease and interspecific competition could even drive hosts extinct. Then again, genetically variable host populations can evolve in response to both competitors and parasites. Can rapid evolution rescue host density from the harm caused by these ecological enemies? How might such evolution influence dilution effects or the size of epidemics? In a mesocosm experiment with planktonic hosts, we illustrate the joint harm of competition and disease: hosts with constrained evolutionary ability (limited phenotypic variation) suffered greatly from both. However, populations starting with broader phenotypic variation evolved stronger competitive ability during epidemics. In turn, enhanced competitive ability—driven especially by parasites—rescued host densities from the negative impacts of competition, disease, and especially their combination. Interspecific competitors reduced disease (supporting dilution effects) even when hosts rapidly evolved. However, this evolutionary response also elicited a potential problem. Populations that evolved enhanced competitive ability and maintained robust total densities also supported higher densities of infections. Thus, rapid evolution rescued host densities but also unleashed larger epidemics.

1. Introduction

Virulent parasites can regulate host populations and depress their densities [1]. In theory, a dilution effect—i.e. reduced disease risk in diverse communities—could alleviate this cost [2]. Dilution effects arise broadly when resistant ‘diluter taxa’ interfere with transmission among focal hosts [3]. However, diluter taxa also frequently compete with focal hosts for resources or space (e.g. [4,5–8]). In these situations, parasites and diluters (more specifically: competitors/diluters) could each depress the densities of focal hosts. In fact, the combination of competition and disease—despite the promise of a dilution effect—could even drive focal hosts extinct (see [9,10]).

Then again, this gloomy outlook assumes that focal hosts suffering from competition and disease cannot evolve. Yet interspecific competitors and parasites can themselves drive rapid evolution of enhanced competitive ability (e.g. [11,12]) and disease resistance (e.g. [13,14]), respectively. In theory, given sufficient standing variation, rapid evolution of these traits in focal host populations can feed back to mitigate the ecological density costs imposed by competition [15] and disease [16]. Thus, eco-evolutionary dynamics might rescue the density of focal hosts during epidemics, even while competitors/diluters reduce disease.
However, the eco-evolutionary dynamics of focal hosts interacting with both parasites and interspecific competitors (i.e. potential diluters) remain difficult to predict for several reasons. First, traits of focal hosts frequently evolve in surprising ways. For example, the removal of parasites can rapidly increase host resistance [17], small epidemics can decrease host resistance [18], and predators [19] and parasites [20] can increase the competitive ability of hosts. With these precedents, how should competitor- and parasite-mediated selection influence focal host traits, and hence densities? Second, key traits of focal hosts—competitive ability and resistance—frequently covary [21]. Given such a trade-off, how should focal hosts evolve in response to both competition and disease? Finally, focal host traits also influence impacts of diluters on disease [6]. At the extremes, if focal hosts evolve lower susceptibility (i.e. resist infection more strongly), diluters could become irrelevant for disease transmission. On the other hand, if focal hosts evolve stronger competitive ability, they could outcompete competitors/diluters, perhaps driving them extinct. Such eco-evolutionary possibilities remain largely untested and unknown.

Here, we grapple with eco-evolutionary dynamics of focal hosts facing disease, competition and dilution. Our mesocosm experiment features planktonic focal hosts that rapidly evolve in nature [18], a virulent parasite, and a competitor/diluter that reduces disease in lakes [22]. We manipulated the presence of parasites and/or competitors/diluters in a two-by-two factorial design. We further crossed these ecological treatments with two levels of standing trait (co)variation of the focal host population (eight treatments total). Constrained populations featured moderate mean competitive ability and susceptibility. We expected competition and disease to strongly depress densities in these eco-evolutionary ‘controls’, because focal hosts had little phenotypic trait space to evolve (e.g. [23]). By contrast, variable populations featured a broader range of both traits, but also imposed a trade-off between competitive ability and susceptibility (Fig. 1; see [24]). We expected competitors and parasites to drive evolution in opposite directions [18], potentially rescuing the densities of focal hosts from either competition or disease. However, we could not a priori predict eco-evolutionary outcomes—especially for a dilution effect—in treatments with both parasites and competitors.

In the experiment, parasite-mediated evolution of competitive ability rescued focal hosts from near extinction—but also elicited a warning for disease control. As predicted, competition and disease both strongly depressed the density of focal hosts when their evolutionary potential was constrained. By contrast, densities in variable populations dropped much less. Surprisingly, this rescue arose because parasites drove the rapid evolution of enhanced competitive ability (not lower susceptibility). Competitors/diluters drove relatively weak evolution of the same trait, but only before epidemics. Evolution of increased competitive ability then buffered the densities of focal hosts in variable populations from competition, disease, and especially both together. This evolutionary rescue from ecological harm seems optimistic from a perspective centred on maintaining host density. However, it also poses a challenge from a perspective centred on disease control. True, diluters reduced the density of infected hosts in both variable and constrained populations: we detected dilution effects. However, the density of infected hosts became higher in variable versus constrained populations, because of parasite-mediated evolution of competitive ability. These higher densities of infected hosts could be dangerous, depending on management goals (e.g. reducing risk of spillover). Thus, eco-evolutionary dynamics can bolster densities of focal hosts, but simultaneously unleash larger epidemics.

2. Materials and methods

(a) Natural history of the study system

The focal host, the cladoceran Daphnia dentfera, dominates grazer communities in many North American lakes [25]. It frequently suffers autumnal epidemics caused by the virulent fungal parasite Metschnikowia bicuspidata [18,22]. Focal hosts incidentally consume infectious spores while filter-feeding for algal resources [26]. Infected hosts suffer decreased birth rate, die within one week of infection, and release spores after death [27]. Another cladoceran, Ceriodaphnia sp., lowers focal host density through competition. It also consumes fungal spores while foraging, but rarely becomes infected [6]. These key competitors/diluters reduce disease in models [28], experiments [6] and lakes [22]. Focal hosts can rapidly evolve via clonal selection (generation time 7–10 days). In lakes, they can evolve lower susceptibility during large epidemics, but higher susceptibility during smaller ones [18]. These divergent outcomes probably stem from a foraging-based trade-off: fast feeders suffer high infection risk, but acquire resources rapidly, probably improving their competitive ability [24,29]. Therefore, high resistance may only be optimal during especially large epidemics. Surprisingly, genetic variation among parasite strains does not appear to impact transmission [16]. Thus, this system is ideal for focusing on evolution of host traits, rather than host–parasite coevolution.

(b) Eco-evolutionary mesocosm experiment

We measured competitive ability and susceptibility for eight previously studied isoloclonal lines of Daphnia focal hosts (see ‘Trait Measurements’ in electronic supplementary material for details). In short, we estimated an index of competitive ability by calculating growth rate of juveniles (i.e. mass accrual) feeding on low resources. We estimated an index of susceptibility (i.e. the transmission coefficient, β) by fitting a mathematical model to infection assays (e.g. [26]). In a previous mesocosm experiment (A.T.S., unpublished data), we grew each of these clonal lines with and without competitors/diluters and initiated epidemics. Variation in ‘competitive ability’ predicted the densities of focal hosts versus competitors/diluters. Variation in ‘susceptibility’ predicted the size of epidemics. Thus, these traits accurately predicted ecological processes in the previous experiment, and therefor might also influence host evolution.

Here, we designed focal host populations with two levels of standing trait variation. Constrained populations included three specific isoloclonal lines (hereafter: ‘genotypes’) with moderate competitive ability and susceptibility. Variable populations combined all eight of the previously studied genotypes and spanned a broader range of both traits, which covaried positively (figure 1). Thus, both populations began with similar mean traits and only varied in their standing phenotypic variation. Although we did not manipulate genotypic diversity per se (i.e. all constrained populations began with the same genotypes), this choice allowed us to more robustly evaluate the impacts of standing trait variation on evolution. One ‘genotype’ combined a pair of isoloclonal lines that were genetically indistinguishable. Three additional genotypes were initially present (three in variable; one in constrained populations). However, they failed to sustain populations even in monoculture and remained extremely rare in evolving populations (3% of individuals sampled at the end of the experiment; see ‘Genotype Frequencies’ in electronic supplementary material). We do not have measurements of both traits for these genotypes.
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Results

(a) Density of focal hosts  
Interspecific competition and disease strongly reduced the density of *Daphnia* focal hosts in constrained populations (−V; dashed lines; figure 2a), but variable populations were much more robust (+V; solid lines; figure 2b). As predicted, the presence of *Ceriodaphnia* competitors (+C; blue lines) and all of their interactions. 

(b) Eco-Evo-Buffered Densities (figure 4): We evaluated whether final competitive ability and susceptibility during epidemics using repeated measures mixed models (NLME package in R: [31]). All models included tank as a random effect and time (t) and standing trait variation (V) as crossed fixed effects. Likelihood ratio tests determined whether we added presence of competitors/diluters (C) or presence of parasites (P) as additional crossed fixed effects (see ‘Repeated Measures Mixed Models’ and table S1 in electronic supplementary material). 

(c) Statistics  
Density of Focal Hosts (figure 2): All statistical analyses were conducted in R [30]. We summarized the log-transformed densities of focal hosts in each tank by integrating (trapezoid rule) over the epidemic period (days 25–70). An ANOVA attributed variation in integrated density to initial trait variation (+/−V), presence of competitors/diluters (+/−C), presence of parasites (+/−P) and all of their interactions.  

Eco-Evo-Buffered Densities (figure 4): We evaluated whether final competitive ability (an index of evolution) predicted the final density of focal hosts (an index of ecology). Final densities were integrated over the last three weeks of the experiment, when ecological dynamics appeared to stabilize (+/−one sampling period to ensure robust results). We standardized final densities relative to treatments without competitors/diluters or parasites (−C, −P), because these baselines differed between trait variation treatments. Thus, we asked how strongly competition and/or disease reduced the density of focal hosts, within each level of trait variability. We also analysed the unscaled densities. The index of evolution, final mean competitive ability, was calculated from genotypes sampled on day 70 if possible, or day 25 if focal hosts had previously gone extinct. Finally, linear GLS models with flexible variance functions (fitted in NLME) linked final evolved competitive ability to the final scaled densities of focal hosts in treatments with competition, disease and both together. 

Infections and Dilution Effect (figure 5): Infections began after day 25. To quantify the size of epidemics, we integrated the log density of infected hosts (trapezoid rule) from days 25 to 70. An ANOVA attributed variation in this integrated metric of epidemic size to initial trait variation (+/−V), presence of competitors/diluters (+/−C; i.e. a dilution effect) and their interaction. 

Figure 1. Focal host genotypes vary in two key traits. Mixtures of these genotypes create populations with constrained or variable standing traits. Two key traits: growth rate on low resource index; competitive ability; the transmission coefficient β indexes susceptibility to disease. Error bars are bootstrapped standard errors around each genotype. Constrained populations (dashed ellipse outline; −V) contain three genotypes (triangles) with moderate competitive ability and susceptibility. Variable populations (solid ellipse outline; +V) contain the same three (triangles), plus four additional genotypes (circles), spreading the range of both traits. The traits co-vary positively. Thus, standing trait variation is higher for variable (+V) than constrained populations (−V). The four most dominant genotypes are identified by name (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2).
and Metschnikowia parasites (+P; purple lines) each lowered the integrated density of focal hosts (green lines; C and P main effects: both \( p < 10^{-4} \)). Moreover, these reductions of density were magnified in populations with constrained trait variation (\( V \times C \) interaction: \( p = 0.044 \); \( V \times P \) interaction: \( p = 0.0016 \)). Competitors and parasites together reduced the (log) density of focal host additively (black lines; non-significant \( C \times P \) and \( V \times C \times P \) interactions; both \( p > 0.4 \)). Thus,
Presence of competitors/diluters and trait variability do not interact (no C of higher competitive ability (combining both treatments with parasites only; purple; –P) and (c) competitors/diluters and parasites together (black; +C +P). Linear models (p-values) include flexible variance functions to account for heteroscedasticity.

Figure 4. Eco-Evo-Buffered Densities: Rapid evolution of competitive ability buffers final densities of focal hosts from impacts of competition and disease. Vertical lines indicate initial mean competitive ability (dashed = constrained; solid = variable). Final competitive ability (an index of evolution) is a weighted average of the final sampled genotypes. The final density of focal hosts (an index of ecology) is integrated during the last three weeks of the experiment (days 49–70; see figure 2) and standardized relative to treatments without competition or disease, for constrained (triangles) and variable (circles) treatments. Thus, y-axis values equal to 1 indicate no reduction in density. Higher final competitive ability buffers final density of focal hosts in treatments with (a) competitors only (blue; +C –P), (b) parasites only (purple; –C +P) and (c) competitors/diluters and parasites together (black; +C +P). Linear models (p-values) include flexible variance functions to account for heteroscedasticity.

Interspecific competition and disease each reduced the density of focal hosts, especially when evolutionary potential was constrained.

The density of competitors/diluters is presented in the electronic supplementary material. It was not significantly impacted by trait variation or the presence of parasites (electronic supplementary material, figure S1a).

(b) Evolution

Surprisingly, parasites elicited the rapid evolution of enhanced competitive ability—not lower susceptibility to infection. Mean competitive ability started higher in variable populations (figure 3a), and remained higher as epidemics began (figure 3b; V effect: p < 0.0001). Before epidemics began, competitive ability did not differ between treatments with versus without parasites (+/–P). Then, as epidemics proceeded, the presence of parasites accelerated the evolution of higher competitive ability (combining both treatments with and without competitors/diluters). Specifically, parasites drove rapid evolution of higher competitive ability at both levels of trait variation (figure 3b; P x t effect: p < 0.0001), and especially in variable populations (V x P x t effect: p = 0.0013).

This parasite-driven evolution of enhanced competitive ability occurred despite a potential cost of increased susceptibility (since the two traits covaried). Mean susceptibility—the second trait—started slightly higher in constrained populations (figure 3c) and increased at both levels of variation before epidemics. Then, if anything, it continued to increase during epidemics (figure 3d), although not significantly. A post hoc analysis confirmed that this increase became significant after removing trait variation (V) and parasites (P) from the model (p = 0.0014). Thus, parasites drove rapid evolution of competitive ability, despite incurring a potential cost of higher susceptibility.

Competitors/diluters were less important drivers of evolution, but also increased competitive ability (but...
only before epidemics: see electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure S4). Changes in individual genotype frequencies are also presented in electronic supplementary material (electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and S3).

(c) Eco-evo-buffered densities
The rapid evolution of higher competitive ability buffered densities of focal hosts from impacts of competition and disease. These eco-evolutionary impacts emerged as positive relationships between tank-level values for final (i.e. evolved) competitive ability versus the density of hosts, scaled to disease- and competition-free baselines. Values closer to 1 reveal less harm to density over the final six sampling periods. Such positive relationships arose in treatments with competitors/diluters alone (figure 4a; +C, −P treatment: $p = 0.026$), parasites alone (figure 4b; −C, +P: $p = 0.0016$) and both competitors and parasites together (figure 4c; +C, +P: $p = 0.0036$). Hence, rapid trait evolution ‘buffered’ final densities of focal hosts. (See electronic supplementary material for unscaled densities and alternative temporal cut-offs for ‘final’ host density; electronic supplementary material, figure S5 and table S2.)

(d) Infections and dilution effect
The evolution of increased competitive ability elicits a mixed message from a disease control perspective. On the one hand, competitors/diluters lowered the integrated density of infected hosts (figure 5; C effect: $p < 10^{-4}$). Thus, we detected dilution effects. Moreover, presence of competitors/diluters and trait variation did not interact ($V \times C$ effect: $p = 0.29$). In other words, trait variation (and hence, the evolution of competitive ability) did not undermine diluters’ reduction of disease. On the other hand, the density of infected hosts was elevated by higher standing trait variation ($V$ effect: $p = 0.0015$). This effect stemmed from the evolution of competitive ability. First, higher trait variation allowed parasites to drive the evolution of enhanced competitive ability (figure 3). In turn, evolution of this trait buffered total densities of focal hosts (figure 4). Finally, robust total densities supported higher densities of infections (figure 5). Thus, via host evolution, density of infected hosts remained high in variable populations despite a dilution effect.

The presence of competitors/diluters also lowered integrated infection prevalence (electronic supplementary material, figure S1b). However, it was not affected by trait variation (see electronic supplementary material for details). Thus, infection prevalence illustrated a simpler dilution effect, without any eco-evolutionary complications.

4. Discussion
Competitors and parasites can both depress the density of focal hosts, even when competitors (i.e. competitors/diluters) reduce disease and drive dilution effects (e.g. [4,5,6]). We illustrated this ecological danger of disease dilution via competitors in a mesocosm experiment with planktonic hosts. Ceriodaphnia parasites and Moina macroptera parasitise strongly depressed the density of Daphnia focal hosts when we constrained their ability to evolve. This combination proved disastrous for focal host density. However, competitors and parasites can also drive rapid evolution of competitive ability and/or susceptibility (e.g. [11,12,14,32]). Here, in populations with higher standing trait variation, parasites (somewhat surprisingly) catalysed rapid evolution of enhanced competitive ability—not lower susceptibility. This evolutionary response enabled a rescue: enhanced competitive ability buffered densities of focal hosts from ecological impacts. Did this eco-evolutionary response undermine the dilution effect? Here, it did not: diluters reduced disease within both treatments of trait variation. However, a key caveat emerged between variation treatments: variable populations maintained higher densities of infections (with and without diluters), owing to their evolution of increased competitive ability. Thus, this experiment revealed potential advantages and disadvantages of eco-evolutionary dynamics when hosts interact with parasites and competitors/diluters. Rapid evolution rescued host densities, but simultaneously unleashed larger densities of infected hosts.

Rapid evolution rescued focal host populations by buffering their densities from competition and disease. Low standing trait variation prevented focal hosts from evolving either increased competitive ability or decreased susceptibility. In these treatments, interspecific competitors and parasites both strongly reduced the density of focal hosts. Moreover, these dual dangers of competition and disease operated additively (on a log scale). This outcome seems disappointing from a disease dilution perspective: diluters might have ameliorated the parasite-driven reduction of host density. Instead, parasites and competitors/diluters together nearly drove focal hosts extinct (see [9,10]). Yet, in populations with higher initial trait variation, diluters and parasites harmed host density less. In these variable treatments, rapid evolution of competitive ability dampened ecological costs (see [23]). This result follows from our focus on phenotypic constraint. Constrained populations could not sufficiently evolve, because they never included the most competitive genotypes. An alternative approach might focus instead on genotypic constraint and randomize the subset of genotypes in constrained populations.

Then, we would expect similar mean densities between constrained and variable populations, but much higher variation within the constrained treatment. However, we would still expect support for our key eco-evolutionary result: populations with higher final (i.e. evolved) competitive ability maintained higher relative densities with competition, disease and especially both.

This evolutionary rescue arose via enhanced competitive ability; however, counter to our expectations, it was catalysed by parasites. Before epidemics began, interspecific competition increased mean competitive ability of focal hosts in variable populations. This competitor-driven evolution was predictable [15], but proved fairly weak. Less intuitively, parasites strongly accelerated the evolution of higher competitive ability once epidemics began. Specifically, with parasites, the focal host genotypes that competed best replaced weaker conspecific competitors in both variable and constrained populations, regardless of the presence or absence of competitors/diluters (see electronic supplementary material). In turn, this parasite-mediated clonal selection elevated mean competitive ability, especially when higher initial trait variation allowed a stronger response. Most likely, disease-enhanced death rate of hosts accelerated clonal turnover towards these superior competitors. This phenomenon is potentially general, as other natural enemies accelerate evolution of competitive ability in Daphnia (e.g. [20]) and aphids (e.g. [19]). However, to anticipate this outcome,
better mechanistic theory must merge consumer–resource, host–parasite and eco-evolutionary dynamics.

Also contrary to expectations, focal hosts did not evolve enhanced resistance during epidemics. *Daphnia* hosts can rapidly evolve resistance against various parasites (e.g. [13,32]), including this fungus [16,18]. Moreover, higher susceptibility (as indexed here) led to larger epidemics for these focal host genotypes grown independently (A.T.S. unpublished data). However, in this study system, a trade-off links lower susceptibility with inferior resource acquisition [24,29] and probably weaker competitive ability. Moreover, this parasite does not castrate [27] or readily evolve virulence [16]. These features could allow a strong competitive focal host population to ‘outgrow’ fitness costs of infection, especially during smaller epidemics (e.g. [18]). Here, susceptibility increased before epidemics, probably because it correlated with higher competitive ability (at least in variable populations). Then, if anything, it continued to increase during epidemics, dragged along by parasite-driven increases in competitive ability. This result probably hinges upon moderate, non-evolving virulence of the parasite, covariance between competitive ability and susceptibility, and underlying host–resource ecology (see [21,33,34]).

While parasite-mediated evolution rescued host densities, it did not undermine the dilution effect: we detected dilution effects at both levels of trait variability. Specifically, the presence of diluters reduced both the density and prevalence of infected hosts equally in constrained and variable populations. Evolution of lower susceptibility might have obviated a dilution effect if focal hosts became too resistant to fuel epidemics [6]. However, susceptibility of focal hosts did not decline (hosts did not evolve higher resistance). Alternatively, evolution of higher competitive ability could have suppressed a dilution effect, if populations of diluters were constrained or driven extinct by more competitive focal hosts [6]. However, despite the rapid evolution of competitive ability, competitors/diluters remained sufficiently numerous to reduce disease. Thus, focal hosts in variable populations benefited simultaneously from diluter-reduced prevalence of infection and evolutionary rescue. This combination suggests that, together, trait diversity and diluter taxa could help to conserve charismatic taxa (e.g. [35]), native species (e.g. [7]), crops (e.g. [36]) or livestock (e.g. [37]).

However, the parasite-mediated evolutionary rescue of focal hosts also elevated the density of infected hosts, with or without diluters. This outcome creates a potential problem for disease-control scenarios, especially when higher densities of infected wildlife hosts could increase transmission to humans. Our crossed experimental design uncovered an eco-evolutionary tension from this disease-control perspective. While an ecological force (presence of competitors/diluters) depressed the density of infected hosts, an evolutionary force (increased competitive ability) elevated it. Here, these ecological and evolutionary forces exerted roughly equal effects on the density of infected hosts. In fact, the density of infected hosts was similar in variable treatments with diluters versus constrained treatments without. In other cases, this balance might differ: depression by diluters or elevation by host evolution could exert larger effects. Perhaps evolution-mediated increases in the density of infected hosts could counterbalance or even overwhelm diluter-mediated control of diseases like hantavirus [8] or schistosomiasis [38]. In these examples, the relative sensitivity of disease transmission to community ecology versus host evolution remains, to our knowledge, unknown.

This experiment highlights the need for more mechanistic theory at the intersection of consumer–resource, host–parasite and eco-evolutionary dynamics. First, the parasite-mediated evolutionary rescue of host density via enhanced competitive ability needs mathematical explanation. Our verbal model invokes mortality-enhanced turnover of clones fuelled by resource release. However, given the feedbacks involved, evaluation of this hypothesis requires models parameterized with natural covariation in focal host traits (e.g. [29]). Such a model could delineate when evolution of competitive ability versus resistance should arise (e.g. [17,18]). Second, more expansive eco-coevolutionary theory for disease dilution—including coevolution of parasites and diluters—is also needed (see [13,14]). Here, to provide a starting point, we only allowed focal hosts to evolve. If diluters could evolve higher competitive ability, they might strengthen dilution effects, or alternatively simply drive focal hosts extinct. If parasites could evolve higher virulence, they might depress all focal host densities, even in variable populations. Higher virulence could even feed back to favour coevolution of enhanced resistance (instead of competitive ability) of focal hosts. Such possibilities represent expansive, promising areas for future research.

In this mesocosm experiment, rapid evolution transformed the ecology of focal hosts interacting with parasites and competitors/diluters. Our core results inspire several broader questions. First, when trait evolution was constrained, the combination of competition and disease strongly depressed densities of focal hosts. How often do diluters compete with focal hosts and depress their densities? Second, parasites drove the rapid evolution of competitive ability. When should we expect parasites to catalyse the evolution of competitive ability versus disease resistance? How commonly does evolution of competitive ability rescue hosts from the harm inflicted by their parasites? Finally, is parasite-mediated evolution of competitive ability a desirable outcome for disease control? Here, density of infected hosts was lowered by a dilution effect, but elevated by rapid host evolution. Can host evolution increase the density of infected wildlife that transmits zoonoses to humans? Could rapid evolution of competitive ability lead to higher disease risk despite dilution effects? The planktonic case study here illustrates these questions awaiting discovery.
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